Conformational changes in the connector protein complex of the bacteriophage φ29 DNA packaging motor
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DNA packaging in the bacteriophage φ29 involves a molecular motor. It is proposed that dsDNA is packaged through a channel in a connector located at the 5-fold vertex of a preformed prolate icosahedral capsid. The packaging motor also consists of virally-encoded RNA molecules (pRNA) coupled to ATPases. Data obtained from studies using surface plasmon resonance, fluorescence quenching and circular dichroism are presented to demonstrate the importance of the N-termini of the connector protein subunits in pRNA interaction and in conformational change. Based on our findings, we propose a model of DNA packaging based on connector conformational change.
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1. Introduction

Viruses have been identified in a wide range of organisms and all utilize a protein shell or capsid for the protection of their nucleic acid genome. The genome packaging event is therefore a key step in the lifecycle of every virus. In order to understand how these processes occur, it is important to dissect the fine details of the assembly pathway and characterize intermediates formed during nucleic acid packaging. Furthermore, an understanding of the molecular interactions involved may ultimately aid the design of novel therapeutics that target the formation of the assembly intermediates, thereby inhibiting production of infectious virus.

The bacteriophage φ29 is an ideal model system for the study of packaging events in dsDNA viruses. This relatively simple virus accomplishes genome packaging using a molecular motor. It is proposed that dsDNA is packaged through a channel located at the 5-fold vertex of a preformed prolate icosahedral capsid. The channel is composed of a complex of proteins (gp10) and is termed the portal or connector. The packaging motor also consists of virally-encoded RNA molecules (pRNA) coupled to ATPases, Figure 1(A). It has been reported that the ATPase molecules act in a sequential fashion, with each ATP hydrolysis event resulting in the translocation of 2 bp of DNA [4,8,13].

The crystal structure of the connector revealed a toroidal, dodecameric ring of gp10 proteins [5,20]; however, there is no high-resolution structure of the pRNA. This RNA is a highly structured 120 nt molecule which, in the presence of magnesium ions, has the ability to form multimeric structures via inter-molecular base pairing of complementary unpaired regions (Figure 1(B); [3,16]). The presence of pRNA monomers, dimers and trimers has been
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demonstrated in solution; however, it is thought that higher-order pRNA structures are present in the motor [24]. Both pentameric and hexameric pRNA rings have been proposed, with evidence for both [9,11,19,20,26]. Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) reconstruction of assembling phi29 particles revealed putative density for pRNA at the narrow end of the connector [22], indicating this region as the site of motor assembly and studies in Peixuan Guo’s laboratory have shown that truncation of the N-terminal 14 amino acids of gp10 had deleterious effects on interaction with pRNA [25].

There have been several models proposed to explain how the motor functions. One model proposed that rotation of the pRNA about the connector caused linear translocation of the dsDNA genome [20]. However, previous studies in our laboratory have demonstrated a relatively high affinity between the connector and pRNA, suggesting that rotation between these components would be energetically unfavourable [17]. It was also shown that pRNA:connector binding affinity was increased in the presence of MgCl$_2$, even for mutant pRNA species that could not multimerize, indicating that MgCl$_2$-induced conformational changes may be involved in the pRNA:connector interaction [17]. Recent single molecule

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of the components of bacteriophage phi29 during packaging of genomic dsDNA into the preformed capsid. The approximate locations of the connector and pRNA are shown. (B) The predicted secondary structure of phi29 120pRNA, as calculated by MFold [27]. Complementary bases in the CE and D loops implicated in pRNA multimerisation are in bold. Truncation of this molecule (removal of the boxed region) resulted in 71pRNA (with identical loop structure to 120pRNA). A mutant version, termed 71F6pRNA, incorporated mutations to remove complementarity between the CE and D loops [17,24]).
studies have also shown that a rotation model of DNA packaging is unlikely, as no evidence of rotation of the connector was observed [10]. An alternative model, involving compression of the connector in a passive rotation ratchet-based mechanism, was suggested previously [4,18] and in the recent single molecule study a variation of this was proposed [10]. It was suggested that the spring-like shape of the connector could be important in packaging. Moreover, it was proposed that connector could undergo compression and expansion events, behaving like a ‘chinese finger-trap’ in order to prevent back-slippage of the DNA, thus, ensuring unidirectional packaging. The authors also suggested that conformational changes occurred in the ATPase component of the motor [2,10]; however, no direct experimental evidence has been produced to support these hypotheses.

Here, we report data obtained from studies using surface plasmon resonance (SPR), fluorescence quenching and circular dichroism (CD) to demonstrate the importance of the N-termini of the connector protein subunits in pRNA interaction and in conformational change in the connector itself. The data from SPR studies demonstrate the high affinity between the protein and pRNA components of the motor with the functional 120 nt pRNA molecule, as well as with a truncated version and with mutant pRNA (which can not multimerize). In addition, SPR provides further evidence that the pRNA binding site is on or near to the N-termini of the connector subunits. The changes in the CD spectra observed are indicative of divalent metal ion-induced conformational changes in the connector, which are ablated in the presence of an N-terminal histidine tag. We also report conformational changes in the connector that are induced by pRNA and propose a model of DNA packaging based on connector conformational change.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Purification of connector proteins

C-terminally hexa-histidine-tagged gp10 connector protein (C-his connector) was purified by nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) chromatography [17] followed by further purification with a HiTrap heparin column (G.E. Healthcare) in 10 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.6, 100 mM NaCl and elution in a NaCl gradient. In order to produce protein with an cleavable N-terminal tag (N-his connector), the gp10 gene was subcloned into pET-21(a)
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2.2 Synthesis of pRNA oligonucleotides

120pRNA is a shortened wild-type sequence that maintains the ability to multimerize and a DNA packaging activity equivalent to that of the wild type 174 nt pRNA [7]. 71pRNA represents bases 25–95 of 120pRNA, maintaining the potential to form inter-molecular base pairs and bind to the viral prohead [16]. 71F6pRNA is a derivative of 71pRNA with mutations in bases 45–48 of the CE loop, which prevent multimerization [17,24]. These three pRNA oligonucleotides (Figure 1(B)) were transcribed as described previously [17].
2.3 Surface plasmon resonance

N-his and C-his connectors were immobilized on separate flow cells on a Ni-NTA sensorchip surface (Biacore, Rapsgatan, Sweden). Approximately, 1800 response units (RU) of protein (where 1RU represents 1 ng mm$^{-2}$ protein) were immobilized in a continuous flow of fluorescence buffer; 50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.6, 300 mM NaCl, 5% (v/v) glycerol, maintained at 20 µl min$^{-1}$ and at 21°C. Interactions between protein and pRNA were investigated in SPR running buffer; 10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% (v/v) P20. 150 µl samples of pRNA oligonucleotides (at 10, 25, 100 and 200 nM) were injected (using the KINJECT function) for 450 s, followed by a 900 s wash. Subtraction of the sensorgram of an underivitized surface was used to remove any bulk refractive index changes due to the buffers. Data were analysed using the BiaEval software (Biacore). Equilibrium and kinetic binding constants were calculated by fitting the data to a 1:1 Langmuir association binding model, with $\chi^2$ and residual values used to assess the quality of the fit. This model makes the assumption that the pRNAs are monomeric, as shown previously for the mutant 71F6pRNA by dynamic light scattering [17]. While at 5–8°C, multimerization-competent pRNAs existed in monomer-dimer-trimer equilibrium, at the elevated temperatures used here (∼21°C) these pRNAs were predominantly monomeric [17,23].

2.4 Acrylamide fluorescence quenching

Fluorescence measurements were made on a FluroMax-3 (HORIBA Jobin Yvon Inc., Edison, NJ, USA) spectrofluorimeter. The excitation wavelength was set to 295 nm to limit excitation to tryptophan residues only. Emission spectra were recorded between 310 and 400 nm with 5 nm excitation and emission bandwidths. Samples of untagged connector in fluorescence buffer (0.075 mM) were analysed under four different experimental conditions: Connector alone; connector + 10 mM MgCl$_2$; connector + 0.9 µM 120pRNA; connector + 10 mM MgCl$_2$ and 0.9 µM 120pRNA. Seven samples of each were prepared in the presence of increasing concentrations of acrylamide (up to 300 mM) and equilibrated at 21°C for 5 min before measurements were taken. Spectra were corrected for dilution and appropriate buffer scans subtracted from each. Stern–Volmer plots of the data were produced according to the relationship: $F_{tot}/F_0 = 1 + K_{SV}[Q]$, where $F_{tot}$ is initial, total fluorescence (taken from the area under the curve of the connector-alone spectrum), $F_0$ is fluorescence at a given acrylamide concentration, $K_{SV}$ is the Stern–Volmer quenching constant and $Q$ is the concentration (in M) of quencher.

2.5 Circular dichroism

CD spectra were collected on a Jasco-715 spectropolarimeter with a peltier temperature control unit set at 21°C. Samples of connector at 0.142 mg ml$^{-1}$ in CD buffer; 10 mM Tris-H$_2$SO$_4$ pH 7.6, 166 mM Na$_2$SO$_4$, or at 0.1 mg ml$^{-1}$ in fluorescence buffer (without glycerol) were examined in a 1 mm light path quartz cuvette (Helma UK, Ltd, Southend on Sea, Essex). Spectra and baseline data were taken in triplicate for each sample, collected between 180 and 260 nm at a resolution of 1 nm, bandwidth of 1 nm, sensitivity at 50 mdeg, five accumulations and a scan speed of 50 nm min$^{-1}$. Overlay plots showed the data to be virtually super-imposable; therefore the average values were taken. For accurate analysis, any data where the high tension measurements were found outside of the linear range during spectra acquisition were discarded. As a result, only data between 200 and 260 nm were used for analysis.
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Investigation of the roles of N- or C-terminal histidine tags on connector: pRNA interaction

Previous cryo-EM studies have indicated that the binding site for pRNA lies at the narrow end of the connector dodecamer [22]. Although, the N- and C-termini of the connector subunits are not observed in the crystal structure, it is likely that the N-termini of the gp10 subunits are in this region, with the C-termini closer to the wider end of the toroidal ring [20]. In order to investigate which region of the connector was required for pRNA interaction, the effect of the orientation of the connector on pRNA binding was probed by SPR. Samples of C- and N-terminally his-tagged connector (termed C-his and N-his, respectively) were immobilized on a Ni-NTA sensorchip and probed for RNA binding. Samples of pRNA oligonucleotides (at 10, 50, 100 and 200 nM) were injected over the sensorchip surface, allowing the interaction with the connector to be monitored in real time. It can be seen that 120pRNA interacted with the C-his connector in a concentration-dependent manner (Figure 2). Conversely, no such interaction was detectable between pRNA and the N-his connector. The same trends were also observed with the truncated 71pRNA and with the non-multimerizing 71F6pRNA (data not shown). It is therefore likely that the presence of the hexa-histidine tag or the orientation of the N-his connector on the sensorchip precluded binding of the pRNA. Sensorgrams were fitted to a 1:1 (Langmuir) association model, as described in the Materials and Methods section. The quality of these fits is shown by the $\chi^2$ values (Table 1). Although, it is unlikely that the multimerization-incompetent 71F6pRNA will bind cooperatively, the possibility of cooperative binding for the other pRNA oligonucleotides cannot be ruled out; however, all of the data fit well to a 1:1 model. The $K_D$ values obtained were all in the low nM range (and similar within experimental error) at 1.88, 22.1 and 4.9 nM for 120pRNA, 71pRNA and 71F6pRNA, respectively. These values are up to 200-fold lower than the $K_{Dapp}$ values, we reported previously [17]. These values were derived from bead-based binding assays which

![Figure 2](image_url). SPR sensorgram of the interaction between connector and pRNA. 120pRNA (10, 50, 100 and 200 nM) was injected over flow cells immobilized with either C-his or N-his connector. Interaction with C-his connector (thick lines) shows clear association, equilibrium and dissociation phases. Conversely, immobilized N-his connector (thin lines) did not show any significant interaction with the pRNA.
rely on the physical separation of equilibrium mixtures and can result in over-estimations of $K_D$ values. Based on the data reported here, we propose that the pRNA:connector interaction is of even higher affinity than previously estimated.

3.2 Quenching of intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence suggests a conformational change in the connector

Many models of bacteriophage DNA packaging involve rotation of one or more motor components [6,12,20]. However, there is no experimental evidence to support a rotation model for φ29 and recent investigations have shown this to be improbable [10]. The high affinity interaction between the pRNA and the connector also makes relative rotation between these components unlikely. An alternative model could involve conformational changes in one or

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RNA</th>
<th>$k_a$ 1/M/s</th>
<th>$k_d$ 1/s</th>
<th>$K_d$ M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120pRNA</td>
<td>$4.79^{5}$</td>
<td>$9.03^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.89^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71pRNA</td>
<td>$3.05^{5}$</td>
<td>$6.74^{-3}$</td>
<td>$2.21^{-8}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71F6pRNA</td>
<td>$6.67^{5}$</td>
<td>$3.30^{-3}$</td>
<td>$4.95^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $\chi^2$ values are a statistical representation of the closeness of the fit of the data to the theoretical 1:1 Langmuir binding model.

Table 1. Shows the calculated association and dissociation rate constants obtained during real-time SPR studies.

3.2 **Quenching of intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence suggests a conformational change in the connector**

Many models of bacteriophage DNA packaging involve rotation of one or more motor components [6,12,20]. However, there is no experimental evidence to support a rotation model for φ29 and recent investigations have shown this to be improbable [10]. The high affinity interaction between the pRNA and the connector also makes relative rotation between these components unlikely. An alternative model could involve conformational changes in one or

![Figure 3. Stern–Volmer plot of the acrylamide quenching of intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence of untagged connector with MgCl$_2$ and 71F6pRNA, according to the relationship: $F_{tot}/F_0 = 1 + K_{SV}[Q]$, where $F_{tot}$ is initial native fluorescence, $F_0$ is fluorescence intensity at a given acrylamide concentration, $K_{SV}$ is the collisional quenching constant and $Q$ is the concentration of quencher. The increases in $K_{SV}$ are suggestive of conformational change in the protein in the presence of MgCl$_2$ and pRNA.](image)
more components of the motor and we have previously proposed that such changes in pRNA may be important in motor function [17]. However, no experimental evidence of connector conformational changes has been reported.

In order to probe conformational change in the connector, the effect of acrylamide on the fluorescence intensity was measured under different experimental conditions. Each connector subunit contains three tryptophan residues, located at least 40 Å from the putative pRNA binding site [20]. These contribute to the intrinsic fluorescence of the protein. Any changes in the local environment of these amino acids can cause a shift in $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ or a change in the fluorescence intensity. Untagged connectors were used for these experiments and the change in intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence was measured (with increasing concentrations of acrylamide) in the presence and absence of non-multimerizing 71F6pRNA, 10 mM MgCl₂ or both. Stern–Volmer plots (Figure 3) show there is increased quenching of the connector tryptophan residues in the presence of 10 mM MgCl₂. This is indicative of a change in local environment, with one or more of the tryptophans further exposed, reflected by increase in the Stern–Volmer equilibrium constant ($K_{SV}$) from 2.6 to 3.2. This effect is enhanced in the presence of pRNA ($K_{SV} = 3.7$), although pRNA alone seemed to have the greatest effect ($K_{SV} = 4.2$). Although, relatively modest, these increases in $K_{SV}$ are representative of an increased frequency of collisions between the quencher and the fluorophore. As the tryptophans are located distally to the putative pRNA binding site (at the narrow end of the connector) these data are suggestive of both pRNA- and MgCl₂-induced conformational changes in the connector.

3.3 Probing divalent metal ion and pRNA induced conformational changes in the connector by circular dichroism spectroscopy

CD spectroscopy provides a means for detecting changes in the secondary and tertiary structure of proteins. Three variants of the connector (C-his, N-his and untagged) were used to probe such conformational changes in the presence and absence of MgCl₂. The CD spectra shown in Figure 4, demonstrate the $\alpha$-helical nature of this protein, as expected from the crystal structure [20] and suggest that both the C-his connector and untagged connector became less $\alpha$-helical in the presence of 10 mM MgCl₂ (Figure 4(A) and (B)). In contrast, the structure of the N-his connector was not affected by the presence of MgCl₂ (Figure 4(C)). The data therefore suggest that conformational changes are occurring which may be obstructed by the presence of the N-terminal hexa-histidine tag, consistent with conformational changes in or around the N-terminus of the connector. This is consistent with the reduced pRNA oligonucleotide binding described above. In order to investigate whether this was magnesium ion–dependent or driven by other divalent metal cations, the experiment was repeated with 10 mM MgSO₄ or MnCl₂. Both were equally effective in generating conformational changes in the protein (data not shown). We therefore suggest that the conformational change in the connector is probably driven by divalent metal ion interaction and not specifically magnesium ions.

In order to investigate the influence of pRNA binding on connector structure, the effect of non-multimerizing 71F6pRNA on the structure of untagged connector was measured (in the presence and absence of 10 mM MgCl₂). Although RNA can have a significant CD signal in the far UV spectrum, under the experimental conditions used pRNA alone did not contribute significantly to the spectrum (Figure 5). However, the presence of pRNA did have a clear effect on the spectrum of the connector and this effect was greatly enhanced in the presence of MgCl₂. Spectra taken over a 10 min period were virtually super-imposable, therefore these effects are unlikely to be the result of aggregation or dissociation of the connector. Spectra at lower protein concentrations (i.e. less than 0.12 mg ml⁻¹) were often more variable between experiments;
Figure 4. CD spectra of connectors (0.142 mg ml$^{-1}$ in 10 mM Tris-H$_2$SO$_4$ pH 7.6, 166 mM Na$_2$SO$_4$) in the presence and absence of MgCl$_2$. C-his and untagged connectors (panels (A) and (B), black) show a decrease in signal in the presence of MgCl$_2$ (grey), consistent with conformational change. (C) Little change is seen with N-his connectors.
however, the trends seen were consistent. We therefore feel that these changes are indicative of a pRNA-mediated conformational change in connector over that of divalent metal ions alone.

3.4 In conclusion

Our data are in agreement with previously published work [22,25] suggesting that pRNA binds adjacent to the N-termini of connector subunits. In addition, we have extended our previous studies on pRNA-connector affinity and obtained the first real-time measurements of the affinity between these two components of the motor. We have also obtained the first evidence of conformational change in the connector complex and shown that the N-terminal region of the connector is likely to be the site of this change. The flexibility of the narrow end of the connector has been demonstrated previously by atomic force microscopy [15]. It was shown that this part of the molecule was reversibly compressible, although it was not clear if this observation was functionally significant. Our data clearly show that conformational changes in the φ29 connector occur in the presence of MgCl2, and that there is an additional effect in the presence of pRNA. Non-multimerizing 71F6pRNA was used for these studies; however, it is clear that multimerization is important for motor function [9,16]. We suggest that multimerization competency may play an important role in modulating the extent of the conformational changes seen in the connector. This hypothesis will be tested with the use of multimerization-competent pRNAs in future studies. It is interesting to note that the portal of the bacteriophage P22 has also been demonstrated to contain a flexible N-terminal region [14] and that MgCl2-induced conformational changes have been shown to be important in structural stability of the polymerase enzyme from hepatitis C virus, due to exposure of hydrophobic residues [1].

It is clear from our studies that the high affinity between motor components would make rotation of the pRNA about the connector energetically unfavourable. Indeed, there is no evidence in the literature to support a model based on rotation. However, we have shown that the
connector can undergo conformational changes, modulated by pRNA and by divalent metal ions. We therefore propose that conformational changes in the connector drive the packaging of the dsDNA. It is possible that metal ion-binding is required to stabilize the optimal conformation of the connector for interaction with pRNA. It is also interesting to note that magnesium ions are required for hydrolysis of ATP by the motor component gp16. It is tempting to speculate that cycles of sequestration and release of intracellular could be used to modulate ATPase activity in vivo.
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